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No. I ?3o / Acad/TBFl Regulation/ 2021,

Regulation No. -TBF-22
(Management of the Teachers Benevolent Fund u/s 40(1) (c) of the Chhattisgarh

vishwavidyalaya Adhiniyam 1973 and ordinance-41 )

I' Objective:- To ensure proper management of the Teachers Benevolent
Fund (TBF) in order to render financial assistance to financially hard-
pressed teachers of the Shaheed Nandkumar Patel Vishwavidyalava.
Raigarh (hereafter, SNPV) and members of their Family.

2. Scope:- The coverage of the regulagtion shall be limited to the
University teachers and the teachers working in College affiliated to
the SNPV.

3. Subscriber:- Unless otherwise specifically mentioned, the 'subscriber,
means a teacher of the [Jniversity Teaching Department (1JTD) or a
teacher of any College affiliated to the SNPV.

4. Teachers Benevolent Fund:- The total amount of money deducted at
source from the remuneration payable to every Examiner / Mode rarorl
Tabulator / Collator I Coordinator lany Person appointed by the SNpV
shall be called TBF amount and shall be kept in a single fixed deposit
amount (TDR) with the litte, "Teachers Benevolent Fund" for an
year in a Nationalized Bank. The tenure of the TDR will be exteded
further after its maturity and after adding the interest earned in the
previous year to the principal amount. This process will be repeated in
a cyclical manner.



5. Each year, in July and December a notification shall be made by the
Finance Section of University inviting application from the subscriber
seeking financial assistance from TBF mentioning the last date of
submission of the application. Such notification shall be duly sent to
each college and uploaded in the University website along with the
format of the application.

Every year, after receiving applications (refer Section-5, above), the
Registrar will convene the meeting of the Committee, constituted as
per proYision mentioned u/s 4 ofthe Ordinance-41, within a week from
the last.date of submission of the application (refer Section-5, above).
The Committee shall investigate the merit of the application case by
case and sanctoin the amount to the subscriber as per the provisions u/s
5,6 and 7 ofthe Ordinance-41.

7. the' account mentioned in the secti on-4 (above) shall be exclusively
operated by the Registrar only.
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